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Neilson’s 10 
Heuristics

“Heuristics” are 
simple rules that 
can be easily 
applied and are 
true in most 
situations. Using 
the ten heuristics 
to the right we 
can detect a large 
percentage of 
usability issues.

1. Visibility of system status
2. Match between system and the 

real world
3. User control and freedom 
4. Consistency and standards
5. Error prevention 
6. Recognition rather than recall
7. Flexibility an deficiency of use
8. Aesthetics and minimalist 

design
9. Help users recognize, diagnose, 

and recover from errors 
10. Help and documentation
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First, the news
USS McCain collision 

https://arstechnica.co.uk/information-
technology/2017/11/uss-mccain-collision-
ultimately-caused-by-ui-confusion/

https://s3.amazonaws.com/CHINFO/USS+Fitzgerald
+and+USS+John+S+McCain+Collision+Reports.pdf
(p49)
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Selecting Participants



The purpose of user testing is to say 
something about how an interaction 
might happen in the real world.

But we do not test in actual real world 
conditions or with perfectly 
representative users. 
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External Validity (Generalizability) 

The extent to which information learned in a study 
can be generalized to the world at large. 

Example: 
 I have a tool to designed to help web developers, so I test 

it on a group of UG3 students. 
How generalizable are my results? 
 Real web developers would be more representative, but 

expensive and challenging to get.
University students are less generalizable but more 

uniform in knowledge and training. Many of the same 
skill sets.  
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Control vs. Generalization 
Most usability methods involved controlling some 

aspect of the study.

More control means more certainty that the effects 
of your study are caused by your intervention and 
not something else. 

More control also means less generalizability. 

The trick is balancing the two…
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Selecting participants
Find people who represent your target population 

 Similar skills and abilities
Group you are most concerned about 
 Similar limitations
 Close approximation 

Users can be expensive and difficult to find 
Highly skilled
Vulnerable (children, students, ASD, etc.)
 Rare (twins, CEOs) 
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Participants and the design process
Planning, scoping, and definition 

Very important to talk to people who understand the 
problems of your user group

Users themselves
 Experts that study your group

Design iteration
 Testing with anyone is good 
 Closer to the intended population the better

Evaluation, refinement, and production
 Early evaluations on less-expensive group 
 Final evaluations with more representative group
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Limitations
Formal reports always include a “limitations” 

section which describes how results can and cannot 
be interpreted 
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Qualitative data analysis
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Several ways to analyze 
Thematic analysis

Affinity diagram 

Content coding 

Topic modeling 
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Thematic Analysis
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Thematic analysis
Go through the data and identify “themes”, these 

themes become your outcomes. 

Affinity diagrams are one of the easiest ways to do 
thematic analysis with a group or by yourself

Pros
 Pulls the main concepts of the data out 
 Easy for someone else to understand 
 Themes are grounded in the data with clear examples

Cons
Only works with a small amount of data
May require more than one person to improve validity
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Application Finance

Requirements

Waiting for offer

After acceptance

Living costs

Banking

Tuition



Content coding
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Following 
examples are 
from this 
book
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Content coding 

“I decided that I wasn’t going to install the update because I 
have heard all the reviews online about how it generally makes 
your phone slower in every respect.”
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Descriptive Coding
 Goal: label the data to  understand what is there in 

a very general flexible way

 Label data to summarize it

 Typically a word or short phrase, often a noun
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In Vivo Coding
Goal: Get a sense of how the subject expresses the 

key ideas in their own words

Use the participants own words to summarize the 
text

Go through and identify key phrases 
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Process Coding 
Goal: Understand the process, actions, or steps 

people engage in

Code using only “-ing” words. 
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Emotion Coding
Goal: Identify feelings or emotions 

Identify emotion words and phrases 
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Dramatical Coding
Goal: Identify objectives (obj), conflicts (con), 

tactics (tac), attitudes (att), emotions (emo), and 
subtexts (sub). 
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Open coding: each researcher reads 
through the text and marks passages 
with “codes” which are similar to tags.
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Content coding: Open coding

“I decided that I wasn’t 
going to install the update 
because I have heard all 
the reviews online about 
how it generally makes 
your phone slower in 
every respect.”
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Content coding: Open coding

“I decided that I wasn’t 
going to install the update 
because I have heard all 
the reviews online about 
how it generally makes 
your phone slower in 
every respect.”
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Not updating

Recommendations

Phone speed



Run a thematic analysis on the open 
codes. 
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Content coding: Code book
1. Awareness

2. Deciding

3. Preparation

4. Installation

5. Troubleshooting

6. Expected post state

7. Post state

• Installation

◦ Time

◦ Cost

◦ Resources

◦ Problems

◦ Failure

◦ Restart

◦ Bundled software
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Content coding 

I decided that I wasn’t going 
to install the update

Deciding : did not update

because I have heard all the 
reviews online

Deciding : research

about how it generally 
makes your phone slower in 
every respect

Expected post state : 
performance : worse
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Deciding to update or not update

• Updating is important

• The old version had problems

• Reviews
◦ Features, performance, resources, 

bugs

• Wait out the problems

• Worth the bother?

• Updates could contain viruses
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Questions


